
Spring 1992 CSCI 201-002

7.1

Homeworks #7 and 8
Due 22 April, 1992

Homework #7

Write a program that contains functions and procedures to solve problems 2, 4, and 5 of the
1 April exam and code to test your functions and procedures.  Try to get this assignment done by
15 April, so you'll have time for the remaining two assignments.

Homework #8

In homework #5 (programming problem number 3 on page 393), you wrote a program to
compute the distance a projectile travels.  For this exercise, modify your program to plot, using
Turbo Pascal's graphics routines, the path the projectile travels.

The following procedure will print the (x,y)-coordinates of the projectile as it travels from launch
point to landing point.  The procedure takes the initial angle (expressed in degrees) and velocity
(expressed in feet per second) as its arguments.  You'll have to modify this procedure to use it in
your solution; but it contains all the math you'll need to know.

procedure PlotTrajectory(velocity: real; angle: real) ;
  var
   x, y: integer ;
   delta, xdelta: real ;
   sinangV, cosangV: real ;
  begin
   {  Position of projectile at time t is
      (cos(angle)*velocity*t, sin(angle)*velocity*t - 16.1*t^2 }
   sinangV := sin(angle*3.14159/180.0) * velocity ;
   cosangV := cos(angle*3.14159/180.0) * velocity ;
   { delta is the time required for projectile to

travel one foot horizontally. }
   delta := 1/cosangV ;
   { x is the distance projectile has travelled horizontally. }
   x := 0 ;
   while (lasty >= 0) do
     begin
      x := x + 1 ;

 { xdelta is the time projectile has been in flight. }
      xdelta := x * delta ;
      y := round(sinangV * xdelta - 16.1 * xdelta * xdelta) ;

 writeln(output, 'Position is (',x, ',' ,y, ')')
     end
  end { PlotTrajectory } ;

Upcoming events
There will be one more programming assignment in this course.  It will be distributed next week
and due on the last class (29 April).


